
Company Profile

Quality Through Experience





Brief History of ÜNTEL

Established in 1972

Partnership of Ünlü and Günan families since then

46 years of manufacturing experience with an extensive production range for 

various sectors
(Industrial Cables, Mining Cables, Airport Cables, Railway Cables, Marine & Offshore Cables,etc…)

Continue its production with latest technology  in new factory plant at Dilovası / 

Kocaeli since 2009



Brief Info of ÜNTEL



Quality

ERP system provides full control and measurability over all processes 

Fully equipped laboratories for quality tests and R&D purposes

Well educated and experienced technical staff

LRQA ISO 9001:2008, TSE ISO 9001:2008, IQNet ISO 9001:2008,

ISO 14000, OHSAS 18001

ISO 27001

ISO 10002 in progress

Product approvals



Market

Domestic Market

Working directly with all major companies 
We are the market leader for certain cable types

Export Market

50% of sales are made to overseas 
Actively exporting over 70 countries in 5 continents 



Average employment period is 10+ years

Figures 

White Collar : 43
Engineer : 17
Blue collar : 153

Total : 213

Work Force



Present Space 

42,000m2 of land 

18,650m2 of closed space  

Future Space 

6,000 m2 closed space  +  8.000m2 of closed space  

New Production Facility  

Building and Land worth more than €20 million  

New technologically advanced and eco-friendly production facility has the 

capacity and flexibility to expand operations and add new product lines

Four rubber CCV lines from Germany   

Production Capacity Expansion  

New line of equipment enables the Company to expand production and reduce 
inventory backlog

Manufacturing Facility: Istanbul, Turkey



Production

Latest technology in cable manufacturing with most reliable and fast machinery 

available.
(CCV lines provide high quality and fault proof production of RUBBER cables)

High-end compound preparation technology. 

Flexible production capabilities for various products with small and large 

quantities.

LV and MV cables  production up to 45kV.

Copper process capacity: 1.000 metric tons/month



Plant

   CV lines CV line extruder room 120mm Extruder Line



Products

Standard products for various sectors Tailor made production for special use

Marine Mining Airports

Offshore Railways

Types    

OnshoreDefense



Rubber Cables

ÜNTEL has 4 CCV rubber 
extrusion lines that allow us 
to produce all kinds of rubber 
insulated and sheathed 
cables in any quantities to fulfill customers’ requirements.

46 years of experience in rubber technology
Able to produce MV-45Kv rubber cables
Proven perfection in quality
Advantages of having different technologies
Combination of  power and F/O cables in one single construction
EPR, HF EPR, HEPR, HF HEPR, EPDM, NEOPREN, SHF2, SHF MUD, EVA and many 
other rubber types  



Üntel has been producing 
mining  cables with approved 
quality more than 40 years.

Mining Cables

Able to produce medium voltage mining cables
Production according to very well know international standards like MGM (Turkish 
Mining  Authority), BS, DIN, VDE, AS/NZS
Registered as a reputable supplier to many mining authority all over the world
Having quality certificates and approvals from well known standard certification bodies 



Tunneling and TBM Cables

Üntel Kablo is one of the 
leading manufacturer of 
tunnelling cables in Europe 
with approved quality more 
than 45 years 

Having ability to produce according to many international standards
Having a capacity for special designs for extreme conditions
Capacitiy to produce MV rubber cables up to 45 kV
Specific cable designs for special applications
Reputable project references



ÜNTEL is able to produce 
Low Voltage, Medium 
Voltage Power and Control 
cables for cranes, materials 
handling equipment machines and deck cranes.

Crane Cables

Production of cables with minimum bending radius
Screened & unscrened types
Drum reeling, trommelflex, chainflex and festoon types



Marine Cables

Üntel has over 40 years 
experience in production and 
supply of marine and 
shipboard cables. We export 
yearly to more than 50 countries all over the world.

Capacity to produce MV power cables with type approvals
Production of XLPE, HFFR, Rubber insulated & sheathed shipboard cables
According to IEC, VG, UL, NATO DEF standarts, MIL specs
Having many class approvals like DNV-GL, BV, LR, ABS, RINA, RMRS, UL
Reputable reference list





Untel became one of the 
main manufacturer of 
offshore cables in Europe 
with the help of standing experience in marine cables.

Offshore Cables

Production of standard offshore cables, fire resistant cables and instrumentation cables
Mud resistant cables (Mud stands for regular mixture of drilling fluid, oil, earth, additives 
and many other deleterious materials that may form during drilling) 
Having reputable approvals like DNV, ABS, LR
Cables according to NEK 606, IEEE 45, BS 6883 / BS 7917
Type P cables with UL approval according to IEEE 1580



ÜNTEL produce pvc, xlpe, 
silicone, polyurethane, rubber, 

polypropylene, halogen free 
compound insulated and 
sheathed instrumentation cables for many years for special projects and regular businesses.

Supplied to many industries, like rafineries, steel factories, power plants, cement 
industry, chemical plants, gas pipeline projects, special requirements for special 
applications
According to both standards PAS 5308 & EN 50288/7
Low MOQ
Fast deliveries
Reputable references

Onshore Cables



With quailified materials, 
high technology production 
plant and experience 
Defense Industry Cables are 
also in our production range. 
ÜNTEL produce these cables
according to both customer demands and very well known international 
standarts.
We can also combine Fiber Optic Cables to our composite Defence Cables.

Defense Cable



Üntel is pioneer of the 
Primary and Secondary  
Airport  Lighting cables for 
major projects and companies

Airport Cables

Production of XLPE, PVC, HFFR, Rubber 
Insulated & Sheathed Cables
FAA approval for both Type B and Type C Cables
Reputable reference list all over the world
FAA, MAK Aerodrome and LR-UNE certified



Railway Cables

We have been supplying 
cables for major Railway, 
Locomotive and Wagon 
producers like TCDD, 
TÜVASAŞ & TÜLOMSAŞ and NETWORK RAIL UK.
We already registered to Turkish, Romanian, English railway 
authorities.



ÜNTEL team have over 40 
years combined experience 
in production of tailor made 
cables. We are able to use 
our technical experience and 
knowledge to ensure safety and quality levels maintained both now and in the 
future.

Custom Designed Cables

Good knowledge of all materials, compounds used in cable construction
Having experienced and technically oriented team and R&D department as well as 
highly equipped test labs
Having stock for all kind of raw materials to be used for production
Our products meet and exceed international and required industry standards
All of our products have been rigorously tested internally before shipment to customers
Upon request third party inspections are also available

If you are looking for a custom cable, you are 
looking for ÜNTEL. 
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